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Introduction
Switching from traditional cigarettes to vaping is indeed a healthy move. However for the best experience you need to be a little cautious

when choosing the perfect vaping device and liquid. As a beginner you may need a little help in starting your vaping journey so here is a guide

on 5 things you need to know before buying your rst vaping device.

At Ecchoice, you will nd an extensive range of electronic cigarettes electronic cigarettes and e-liquids designed to deliver the ultimate vaping experience. Their

quality products, seamless customer service and competitive pricing, are what makes them Australia’s best vape brand to buy electronicbuy electronic

cigarettes in Adelaidecigarettes in Adelaide..

5 Things to Consider Before You Start Vaping
The vaping experience that you will have depends largely on the devices and vape juice that you choose. Along with the right equipment, here

is a list of the top 5 most important since every smoker should know before buying e-cigs and e-juice in Adelaidee-juice in Adelaide..

1. Selecting the Right E-liquid
The experience you have with your vaping device is majorly in uenced by the type of liquid that you choose. You can go for a regular e-liquid

or ditch a liquid and go for a wax. The type of lling you use will in uence the texture, avour and strength of the smoke generated by the

coil.

It is always recommended that beginners go for low strength that does not deliver harsh hits. Once you get the hang of it, you can slowly level

up.

2. Choosing the Correct Tank Type
When choosing the perfect device for your vaping journey, there are many choices.  Disposable or reusable vaping devices are not the only

choice you can make.

Vaping devices are available with two different sizes of vape tanks. The smaller tanks are found in vape pens which are known for their slim

and discrete style. These e-cigarettes only start vaporising the liquid when you press and hold the button. They are perfect for occasional
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smokers who want to keep their vaping interests under wraps.

On the other hand, larger vape tanks are found in bigger vaping devices like a box mod. Since these tanks have a much higher capacity, they

produce thicker clouds of smoke. Some of the devices also come with adjustable settings and long battery life for continuous service.

3. Portability & Discretion
Most vaping devices are portable. However you might be looking for something more discreet, especially when you’re using it in public. In

this case vape pens are the best choice for a few puffs on the go.  If you are looking for something stronger that you can use at home, go for a

vape kit.

Some smokers simply cannot get over the aesthetics and slim build of a regular cigarette. If you are one of them, then go for cig-a-likes. These

devices look exactly like a traditional cigarette and come with a slim, tiny battery to keep them running for hours.

4. Budget
Before you buy electronic cigarettes in Adelaidebuy electronic cigarettes in Adelaide, you should chalk out your budget. After all, a tight budget will narrow down your options.

The cost of disposable vaping devices can range from anywhere between $10 to $40, depending on the brand. And the cost of reusable

vaping devices can range from $25 to $100.

However based on your usage, disposable waves can last a few days or a week at max, while a reusable e-cig can be used for at least 6 to 7

months which makes it a much more cost-effective investment in the long term.

5. Warranty & Support

It's always nice to know that the brand has your back in case anything goes wrong with your product. Along with choosing the right product

type, you also need to choose a reliable brand for the ultimate experience.

Make sure you look for a brand with substantial industry experience, a dedicated customer support wing and warranty coverage to tackle

unexpected product-related issues.

Final Thoughts
The switch from traditional cigarettes to vaping may seem daunting but choosing the right device and e-liquids will ease your journey and

make it more enjoyable. The one thing that remains constant at every stage of your vaping journey is quality. Whether it's the device, the e-

liquid or the customer service provided by the brand, quality should be your priority.  When you think vaping think Ecchoice.
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